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An illustrated collection of daft, sometimes sad and occasionally thought
provoking verses from the pen of Ian Andrew, with illustrations by Alison
Mutton. The poems, divided into 4 sections, range from the hilarious problem of
‘What do you get a Chihuahua for Christmas’ through to the deeper and much
more poignant ‘Distance’ that explores the fading mind of an elderly relative.
Especially moving are his reminisces of his home town, Larne, in Northern
Ireland and a series of poems dealing with the carnage and cost of war. Yet, there
is no sense of pretentiousness as Andrew himself says on the back cover:
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This little book of verse and rhyme
Will help you while away the time.
No highbrow poems are tucked away
Just simple odes to cheer your day.
Enjoy them all, the sketches too
A pleasant gift, from me to you.
“There’s far more richness and subtlety to the WA novelist, publisher and poet’s verse than
this slim volume’s title suggests… Mutton’s evocative sketches are the icing on this poetic
cake.”
(William Yeoman, The West Australian)
About the author
Ian Andrew was born and raised in Northern Ireland, then joined the military at
age eighteen. An RAF Intelligence Officer, he served for twenty years before he
relocated, with his Australian wife, to the rural south-west of Western Australia
and established a successful management consultancy. Now, surrounded by a
resident mob of kangaroos, he runs an independent imprint assisting other
authors achieve their publishing goals. He is currently writing the next novel in
the Wright & Tran detective series.
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